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A KaoruxToshiya story

Von abgemeldet

Stuck

I think this is a shameless excuse to write a sexstory! ^^;;; Please don't sue me! I just
felt like writing this! Its 3:24 a.m here and I had read tooooo many fanfics. That
happens when I read too much... It's all Mi-chans fault! *points at Mi-chan* Nooo! O_o
just kidding!
Attention! It's lemon, really lemon and quite sappy! Gômen! I hope you'll enjoy it!

All members of Dir en Grey were sitting in a meeting with their producer, Yoshiki and
their record company. The meeting was going over and hour now.
Toshiya felt slightly bored and added to that he was horny. Kaoru had so much work
the last few weeks and came home always late at night. He was going through new
contracts, promotion offers and all that stuff. When he came home Toshiya was
already sleeping or Kaoru was just too tired to "do" anything with Toshiya.

All were sitting there, bored, except for Kaoru who was extremely tense and
concentrated. It was a miracle that Kyo hadn't fallen asleep till now.
Toshiya was getting even more bored because they were discussing the same topic all
the time and the contracts had been read again and again. Totchi wanted to have
some fun. He smiled a big nasty smile to himself when his hand started crawling over
to Kaoru's leg, softly caressing his thigh. Kaoru thought Toshiya did that to soothe
him, because he was really tense. But just a minute later Toshiya hand slowly slided
upwards, to Kaoru's crotch.

What the fuck is he doing?!

Slowly in a teasing way Toshiya started stroking Kaoru's member through his pants.
Kaoru was already swallowing hard trying not to moan. He started feeling even more
tense when Toshiya slowly pulled down the zipper of Kaoru's pants, letting his fingers
slide into them, feeling that nasty little Kaoru hadn't any underwear on!
Kaoru felt his member hardening to the soft touches Toshiya gave him. The biro he
was holding was going to be crashed if Toshiya wouldn't stop. With lightly trembling
hands Kaoru wrote onto an empty sheet of paper:
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"Toshiya! Stop it!!!"

Toshiya smiled an even bigger nasty smile to himself.

Why don't you stop me if you don't want me to go on?

Toshiya's fingers slided around Kaoru's shaft starting slowly to pump. That made
Kaoru sweat even more. Suddenly out of the blue Yoshiki interrupted the meeting:
"I think we should give them a break for a cigarette and some coffee. " He gave the
"suits" a tired look and stood up. "Please be back in ten minutes!"
Quickly Toshiya slid his hands out of Kaoru's pants, pulling the zipper up again, leaving
Kaoru dissatisfied.
Everybody else stood up and slowly left the room. Kaoru and Toshiya also left, Toshiya
dragging Kaoru after him.

"Toshiya, what the fuck was that in there?", he asked him while they stopped at the
door to the toilettes.
Toshiya smiled a mischievous smile and then looked into Kaoru's eyes. "Revenge"
Toshiya opened the door to the toilettes, dragging Kaoru into one of the cubicles,
locking the door behind them. Kaoru looked really suspicious before Toshiya kissed
him hard onto the lips, pressing him against the wall.

"Totchi..." Kaoru said whispering before Toshiya claimed his lips with his own again.
Both parties parting their lips quickly, rubbing their hot and wet tongues against each
other. Kaoru was suddenly so aroused by just kissing Toshiya, that started feeling all
fuzzy inside. How much he loved this man.
Toshiya felt Kaoru's growing erection pressing to his leg while they were kissing.
Slowly his hands went down to Kaoru's belt, opening it and the buttons and the zipper
of Kaoru's pants too, leaving Kaoru's already full erected length exposed.
"Oh you're a nasty one Kao! Just getting aroused by a few kisses... Maybe this kisses
will arouse you even more?" Toshiya said in a high erotic tone while going down onto
his knees, starting to lick Kaoru's length from the base to the tip, causing Kaoru to
moan. Toshiya didn't care if somebody heard them, when Kaoru moaned even louder,
because Toshiya was mouthing his tip and playing with his tongue at it.

"Toshiya... onegai!!" Kaoru hissed. "Please don't torture me like that!"
Again Toshiya smiled to himself. Slowly he cupped Kaoru's length into his mouth fully,
starting to suck him teasingly.
"Ah... Totchi!"
Kaoru grabbed a few strands of Toshiya's hair, pressing him even more between his
legs. His hips stared to move to their own accord, thrusting into Toshiya hot and wet
mouth, causing a sweet sensation to Kaoru's senses.
Toshiya knew Kaoru was near the edge and he stopped teasing him, sucking him
harder.
"God... Toshiya!", Kaoru moaned when his seed filled Toshiya's mouth. Toshiya
swallowed every little drip of it gracefully and stood up, facing Kaoru.
"Had fun?" Kaoru just nodded numbly.
Toshiya helped Kaoru to get his pants on and then left him alone in the cubicle.
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Back in the meeting room it was as boring as it had been before. Kaoru wasn't that
tensed like before but he was still concentrated.
Like before Toshiya tried teasing Kaoru again, putting his hand on Kaoru knee. Gently
Kaoru pushed it off and wrote onto the same sheet of paper from before:
"Wait until we are home. Then I'll take revenge!"
That was all Toshiya wanted to hear.

The meeting ended after one and a half hour. Everybody slowly leaving, except
Toshiya and Kaoru who were rushing out the building to Kaoru's car.
Kyo's, Shinya's and Die's comment: "Lovebirds...*sigh*"

Arriving at home, Toshiya bounced around the apato, like a 5 year old waiting for his
presents to Christmas. Kaoru just sweatdropped

Is sex with me so exiting for him?

Suddenly Toshiya disappeared, Kaoru frowning.

"Totchi???" Kaoru went trough the whole apato, hearing a quiet voice humming a song
in the bathroom. "Totchi?"
"It's occupied!!!", Toshiya said hysterically like a girl before her first date. Kaoru again
sweatdropped.

Kaoru was lying on the couch, watching TV, just in boxers and a t-shirt when Toshiya
finally came out the bathroom. After him Kao quickly went in taking a shower and
washing his hair.
When Kaoru was reading he went to the bedroom. His jaw dropped open as he saw his
koi lying there, in a black short negligee and the fitting black stockings, the light make-
up perfectly matching this picture.

"Don't be shy Kaoru...", Toshiya teased.
Slowly Kaoru crawled over the bed to Toshiya, his lips seeking for Toshiya's. First they
were kissing slowly, then wilder, more passionate, their lips parting and their tongues
fighting for dominance. While kissing Kaoru slipped his hands under Toshiya's
negligee teasing his nipples, causing Toshiya to moan softly. Breaking their kiss,
panting for air, Kaoru finally pulled the negligee over Toshiya's head leaving him lying
half naked under him. He ran his fingers down Toshiya's flat chest, drawing patterns
on the skin of his belly, which was glowing in a soft yellow, thanks to the moon. Kaoru
let his finger slide down even more, to the beginning of Toshiya's slip. Kaoru leaned
down kissing Toshiya again, drawing a thin line of salvia across Toshiya's chest going
down over his belly, causing Toshiya to take a deep breath as he felt his slip being
pulled down by Kaoru's teeth and then further by his hands. Toshiya was completely
naked now and Kaoru enjoyed the sight of this perfect body beneath him. He felt
Toshiya's arms snuggle around his waist, pulling his boxers down, showing Kaoru's
half erected member off. Then he pushed Kaoru onto his back, showering his face
with kisses. His hands roamed over his body, up and down along his sides. He pressed
himself against Kaoru's body, brushing their arousals against each other, causing both
to moan loudly. Kaoru slipped a hand between their bodies and started massaging
Toshiya's erection. Then he pushed Toshiya back again, pushing his head between
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Toshiya's legs and licking his erection, then cupping it with his mouth completely.

"God... Kaoru!!! I'm... nearly..." but before the bassist could say anything more, he
came into Kaoru's mouth. Kaoru swallowed it, then kissing Toshiya at his neck and
nibbling on his earlobe.
"Kaoru... you're still hard..."
"I know..." he said before starting to suck lightly on Toshiya's nipple going down his
belly again to his intimae area, causing the younger one to get hard again slowly.
Toshiya felt his blood rushing inside him. He wanted to feel Kaoru in him, after such a
long time... His muscles tensed when he felt Kaoru's hot breath between his legs,
spreading them gently, starting to lick his hole.
"Kaoru... what are you doing?!"
"You don't want me to do that dry don't you?", he said then licking Toshiya even more.
He licked his fingers and slowly pushed one in, then another searching for that spot.
Toshiya bucked his hips against Kaoru's touches, moaning loud.
"Kaoru... please... fuck me... now!"
Toshiya spread his legs wider for Kaoru, showing his most intimate point.
"As you wish...", Kaoru whispered to Toshiya's ear, kissing him, while placing himself
between Toshiya's legs, slowly pushing his member in. He was dying to feel Toshiya
around him, to fill him completely.
Toshiya clenched his hands into the sheets of the bed, giving a short scream of pain,
but then pleasure overwhelmed pain and he was starting to move to Kaoru's rhythm.
Kaoru held his lover tight, trying to hurt him not more than was needed. Toshiya
wrapped his long slender legs around Kaoru, pulling him even deeper.
"Harder Kaoru! Onegai?"
Kaoru started thrusting deeper and harder into Toshiya. Toshiya panting and moaning
loud. Kaoru was also near. With a last deep and hard thrust he came into Toshiya.
Toshiya felt the sensation of Kaoru's hot semen in him and also coming at that same
moment, spilling his seed between him and Kaoru.

Kaoru was still looking into Toshiya's dark brown eyes, then kissing him again gently.
"You know... I love you. Everyday a little bit more."
Toshiya smiled and hugged Kaoru, who was still in Toshiya and lying on him. "I love
you too...." he said, but then realized that Kaoru had fallen asleep. Toshiya didn't
mind. Kaoru wasn't heavy and in fact it felt really nice, still having Kaoru in him.
Soon Toshiya drifted also into slumber land.

The next morning Toshiya woke up, because of the warm sunlight, falling through the
thin blue curtains. The light was dancing on Kaoru's pale back.
Toshiya wanted to sit up, but a sharp pain drove from his bottom to his brain.

Oh! He's still in me!

Slowly also Kaoru woke up, greeting his lover with a smiling face.
"Ohaiyo my love..." he whispered to Toshiya's ear. Then giving him a good-morning-
kiss.
Kaoru wanted to get out of bed when he realized that he was still in Totchi. Slowly he
tried to pull out, but he didn't move an inch! He tried harder, causing Toshiya to
scream in pain.
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"Totchi... I think... I'm stuck in you!" Kaoru didn't dare to look into Toshiya's eyes,
feeling guilty.
"I noticed it already!" Toshiya said with an angry voice. "Don't think that I'll call the
ambulance or something like that! We gonna solve this alone!"
"Ok, but what do we do now? ^^;;" Kaoru was already getting frustrated.
So both lied there half an hour, thinking what they could to.

"So Totchi... I'm stuck because you're dry... So you have to get wet."
"Haha! Good joke! And how?!"
"Erm.... think about something that gets you horny..."
"I can't think about something like that now! Isn't there another chance to get you out
of me?"
Again they were thinking about a solution.
"I read this once in a magazine. It's working when a man is stuck in a woman. I think we
should give it a try..."
"Kao, what are you reading for magazines?!"
"Eh... Nothing special."
Toshiya looked suspicious at Kao, causing Kaoru to look embarrassed.
"So, first we have to get out of bed."
"Why?"
"God Toshiya! Just trust me!"

Kaoru rolled over, lying under Toshiya, causing him to take a sharp breath in.
"Does it hurt so much?"
Toshiya whimpered, nodding.
Slowly Kaoru pushed him and Toshiya over to the edge of the bed, holding Toshiya
tight, telling him to hang on. Slowly Kaoru stood up, going carefully to the kitchen.
"Can you tell me what we are doing here?"
"I'm searching for a needle."
"A needle?!"
"Hai~~~"
"Erm... they're in the bedroom."
So Kaoru carried Toshiya back to the bedroom on himself. Toshiya opened one of the
cupboards, giving Kaoru a needle.
"Toshiya... this will hurt a bit..."
Before Toshiya could respond something to that, Kaoru shortly pricked Toshiya with
the needle into his ass.

"Itaiiii~~~~!!!" Toshiya jumped off Kaoru. "Are you insane?!"
Kaoru just stood there, laughing, and then also Toshiya realized that he was "free"
now. He jumped onto the bed, pulling the sheets around him.
"I hate you! Never again you'll sleep in me!"
With a guilty look Kaoru crawled onto the bed, cupping Toshiya's face with his hands,
kissing Toshiya gently.
"Can I make it up to you somehow?"
Toshiya pulled Kaoru closer, his arms snuggling around Kaoru's neck, caressing the
soft skin. He shut his eyes and whispered to Kaoru's ear:
"Stay with me... forever..."
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~Owari~

Its 5:28 a.m Time to get some sleep! I know its complete crap ne~? But actually it's
the first KaoruxToshiya story I finished! I hope you liked it! It turned out how I wanted
it. Comments, Critics or Complaints to: violentbeauty@web.de . Maybe I should write
more of these? *dashes off and hides behind a big stone* *wielding a white flag which
says: Thank you for reading and please don't sue me!"

Ja ne!

-Yuki
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